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ABSTRACT 
 

Flood duration is an important aspect of landscape planning in floodplains. If all necessary data are 
available the calculation is able to be undertaken without difficulty. If there are no hydrological and 
hydraulic  information, then the calculations is very difficult or impossible. To overcome these 
difficulties a formula was developed.  F = – 70.559 * Ln (X + 0.50) + 88.711 
 (F = flooding days/a ; X = elevation (m) of the grid cell (square meter) in relation to the MW) 
The calculation requires only the mean water level (MW) of the corresponding river and a digital 
elevation model (DEM). The possible field of application and the limiting factors of the new formula are 
defined. 
 

1  INTRODUCTION 
 
As part of a strategy developed for the restoration of floodplains and their improved connection to the 
rivers, there is a need to define a reference condition pre works. For this purpose, historical conditions 
frequently serve as reference, though the available information is most often imprecise. Floodplain 
vegetation characteristics are mainly determined by flood duration. This findings of Ellenberg about the 
vegetation of Central Europe and the demand for the habitat shaped yet the textbook knowledge of 
vegetation and whose life conditions [1].   
The calculation of flood duration is not particularly complex in principle. Hydrograph data obtained at 
river gauges are blended with an elevation model. Results for a specific year or period are obtained 
depending on the gauge chosen (“hydrographic method”). The calculated flood duration in days per 
square metre can easily be transferred onto potential vegetation structure maps, using a table setting out 
the tolerable flooding periods for the specific phytocoenoses.  
 
2 METHOD 
 
The calculation of the average flood duration occurs generally with the INFORM module FLUT1 [2][3]. 
We call this procedure the “hydrographic method“. Basically, the normalised hydrograph of a gauging 
station is transferred to a digital elevation model (DEM). Usually a series of years is used, so 
normalisation is done for the mean long-term runoff. The resulting values (meters above sea level) for 
every 100 m section are attached to a shape file of the cross-sectional areas of the given floodplain. Now 
for every grid cell of the DEM it is checked, whether the value of the hydrograph is above or below the 
elevation. The amount of values “above” is summed up and divided by the number of years considered to 
obtain a grid of the average flood duration in days per year. 
 
Experience shows that when applied to historical conditions or achievable objectives, some of the 
parameters required for calculation are still missing. When developing the Salix231 factor [4], [5] of the 
Rivers Rhine and Elbe (Germany) for the classification of floodplains and their respective river or for the 
determination of river bed erosion as a result of anthropogenic impacts, a calculation mode arose that 
allows to set up a map of potential vegetation structures (potential of the natural plant cover). This new 
method works on the basis of the effective elevation and the actual or assumed mean water level and is 
called “Salix231 elevation method”.  
 
F = – 70.559 * Ln (X + 0.50) + 88.711                          (1)    
 

(F = flooding days/a ; X = elevation (m) of the grid cell (square meter) in relation to the MW)                        
 
The average elevation of the grid cell (X) is to be calculated as value from the elevation model minus the 
value of mean water level at the related river position. The Formula is valid for rivers in lowlands and low 
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mountain ranges in Central Europe. The formula's application sphere relating to mean water ranges 
between -0.47 m and +3.00 m. The lower limit (-0.47 m) is based on mathematical calculations, the upper 
limit of 3.00 m corresponds to the calculated aridity threshold (no flood days). The advantage of the 
specified method over others is, that except for the effective elevation and the actual or assumed mean 
water level neither other input information is required.  

 
The calculation quality and the limitation of the application is computed for both methods. A comparison 
(Figure 1) of the flood duration calculation on a cross section (River Rhine km 841) with the 
“hydrographic method” versus the “Salix231 elevation method” has shown that the period 0 – 20 days 
flooding will be evaluated drier by the “Salix231 method”. The period >250 days flooding will be defined 
as “water”.   

 
 
Figure 1. Comparison of the results calculated with „Salix231 elevation method” (continuous line) versus 
“hydrographic method” (dotted lines), cross section (River Rhine km 841). At the y-axis you can see the 
numbers of days with flooding per annum and at the x-axis there are shown the 1400 measuring points at 
the 1400 m long transect (cross section River Rhine km 841). 
 
 
But these sources of error are rather notional. Field investigations at the River Danube (km 2330 – 2249) 
have shown (Figure 2) that the relevant vegetation units grow between -0.47 and + 3.00 m relating to 
mean water level. Only the hydrophytes grow deeper. The “Salix231 method” indicates the area <-0.47 as 
water sheet and so the living conditions for hydrophytes are correctly indicated. The conclusion of this 
result is that the presented method is applicable for landscape planning in large areas. The necessary 
accuracy level is given. The method is an option in the case if data for other methods are not available. 
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Figure 2. Condition necessary for growth of the vegetation units relating to mean water level (River 
Danube km 2330 – 2249) [6] 
 

 
3 RESULTS  
 
The presented formula can be used to evaluate very large areas in short time requirement. And the 
formula is as well useful to determine past conditions (historical data) on the basis of a spatial 
interpolation of historical water conditions at reference gauges, but also for the prospective analysis of 
conditions that are based on water levels obtained from model calculations.   
The lecture will present both the derivation of the formula and its application possibilities. But in this 
extended abstract it will be shown only one example for information, the vegetation potential calculation 
of an investigation area near the provincial town Kloeden at River Elbe. For the Kloeden section (Elbe 
river), the demonstrated application rests on examples of current and historical conditions (Figure 3).  
 
To generate the vegetation classes (potential of the natural plant cover) the following flooding periods: 
>220 d water surface; 160 – 220 d reeds, annuals; 140 – 160 d willow shrubbery;  80 – 140 d white 
willow forest; 50 – 80 d hardwood forest wet; 5 – 50 d hardwood forest dry; 0 – 5 d zonal forest were 
used. 
 
It becomes apparent that the area ”Kloeden” at the river Elbe becomes more and more drier in the last 120 
years. This happens because there is an erosion in the river bed (nearly 1.7 cm/a). Good conditions for the 
vegetation classes like hard wood forest (Querco Ulmetum) or zonal wood increase (Figure 3, *a). The 
regions with typical floodplain vegetation like white willow forest (Salicetum albae) are still visible in the 
historical review (Figure 3, *b). 
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Figure 3. Example of use: Kloeden section (River Elbe, km 186-196), *a - calculated vegetation classes 
under current conditions (2007), *b - calculated vegetation classes under historical conditions 
(approximately 1900), with recalculation of the bed erosion 
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